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Abstract

Target-guided open-domain conversation aims to proactively
and naturally guide a dialogue agent or human to achieve
specific goals, topics or keywords during open-ended con-
versations. Existing methods mainly rely on single-turn data-
driven learning and simple target-guided strategy without
considering semantic or factual knowledge relations among
candidate topics/keywords. This results in poor transition
smoothness and low success rate. In this work, we adopt a
structured approach that controls the intended content of sys-
tem responses by introducing coarse-grained keywords, at-
tains smooth conversation transition through turn-level su-
pervised learning and knowledge relations between can-
didate keywords, and drives an conversation towards an
specified target with discourse-level guiding strategy. Spe-
cially, we propose a novel dynamic knowledge routing net-
work (DRKN) which considers semantic knowledge relations
among candidate keywords for accurate next topic predic-
tion of next discourse. With the help of more accurate key-
word prediction, our keyword-augmented response retrieval
module can achieve better retrieval performance and more
meaningful conversations. Besides, we also propose a novel
dual discourse-level target-guided strategy to guide conversa-
tions to reach their goals smoothly with higher success rate.
Furthermore, to push the research boundary of target-guided
open-domain conversation to match real-world scenarios bet-
ter, we introduce a new large-scale Chinese target-guided
open-domain conversation dataset (more than 900K conver-
sations) crawled from Sina Weibo. Quantitative and human
evaluations show our method can produce meaningful and
effective target-guided conversations, significantly improving
over other state-of-the-art methods by more than 20% in suc-
cess rate and more than 0.6 in average smoothness score.

Introduction

Open-domain Conversation systems have attracted more and
more attention, but creating an intelligent conversation agent
that can chat with human naturally is still challenging due
to the difficulty of accurate natural language understanding
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Target: turtle

Baseline Kernel Conversation
A: Hi there. How are things?
H: Dressing up, acting, skin care, and eating out... you?
A: Not too bad. I distracted myself with my favorite things,

the color orang, roses, etc.
H: Sounds good. Do you have a job?
A: I’ve an animal, a turtle. Do you have any ?
DKRN Conversation
A: Hi there. How are things?
H: Good thanks. So, do you read?
A: Not really. I like to spend time on the farm. Do you like

sports?
H: Nah, I am not into sports. I want to produce music.
A: Cool. I also have a pet lizard, do you have any pets?
H: Nope, no pets. I wish i did, but one of my sisters is allergic.
A: That is so sad. I have a turtle because mommy is allergic.

Table 1: A conversation example between human (H) and
agents (A). Keywords predicted by the agents or mentioned
by human are highlighted in bold. The target achieved at the
end of a conversation is underlined. Our method can produce
more meaningful responses than Kernel (Tang et al. 2019)
due to the semantic knowledge relation injection and dual
discourse-level target-guided strategy shown in Figure 1.

and generation. Many researchers have devoted themselves
to overcome this challenge and achieved impressive progress
from early rule-based systems (Weizenbaum 1983) to re-
cent end-to-end neural conversation systems that are built
on massive data (Vinyals and Le 2015; Lewis et al. 2017)
and common-sense knowledge (Ghazvininejad et al. 2018;
Liu et al. 2018). However, there are some limitations in cur-
rent open-domain dialogue systems. First, they (Yi et al.
2019) suffer from a generic response problem that a sys-
tem response can be an answer to a large number of user
utterances, such as “I don’t know.”. Second, they (Ram et
al. 2018) are struggling to interact with human engagingly.
Finally, they (Li et al. 2016) often generate inconsistent or
uncontrolled responses. Moreover, in many real-world open-
ended open-domain conversation application, there are some
specific goals need to be achieved, such as accomplishing
nursing in therapeutic conversation, making recommenda-
tion and persuasion in shopping guide, inspiring ideas in ed-
ucation, etc. Therefore, there is a strong demand to integrate
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goals and strategy into real-world open-domain conversa-
tion systems to proactively guide agent or human to achieve
specific goals during open-ended conversations. However,
some challenges should be attacked while we integrate goals
and discourse-level strategy into the open-domain conver-
sation: 1) how to define a goal for an open-domain con-
versation system. 2) how to utilize a dialogue strategy in
the response retrieval or generation process. 3) how to at-
tain a general method without being tailored towards spe-
cialized goals requiring domain-specific annotations (Yarats
and Lewis 2018; Li et al. 2018a).

To attack the above challenges, a very recent work (Tang
et al. 2019) make the first step to build an open-domain
dialogue agent with conversational goals, which decouples
the whole system into separate modules and addresses those
challenges at different granularity. They enforce target-guide
conversations by training a keyword predictor and a re-
sponse retrieval module with turn-level supervised learn-
ing and applying a simple discourse-level target-guided rule.
Nevertheless, they don’t consider the semantic knowledge
relations among candidate keywords which can effectively
reduce the keyword selection space based on conversation
context and goal, so an agent can not choose a keyword more
relevant to the conversation context and goal more easily,
leading to a poor smooth transition. Moreover, their simple
discourse-level target-guided strategy, which chooses next
keyword closer to the end target than those in preceding
turns, will lead to reply repeatedly while the keyword pre-
dictor chooses the target keyword but the retrieval response
does not contain the target and the human input same utter-
ances. This behavior about repeated replies fails the conver-
sation easily in the limited turns.

To address the above problems, we propose a novel dy-
namic knowledge routing network (DKRN) to inject seman-
tic knowledge relations among candidate keywords, which
is built on the prior information exists in the conversa-
tion corpus, into single-turn keyword prediction for more
smooth keyword transition. As shown in Figure 1, there
are two branches in our DKRN: basic keyword prediction
branch and explicit knowledge routing branch. When the
conversation history is inputted to our DKRN, the basic key-
word prediction branch will generate a rough keyword dis-
tribution. Meanwhile, our explicit knowledge routing branch
refines the rough keyword distribution with the dynamic
knowledge-routed vector built on the current conversation
context and the target keyword. With this way, our DKRN
can effectively mask all the keywords irrelevant to the cur-
rent conversation context to achieve better keyword predic-
tion. As shown in Table 1, thanks to the semantic knowl-
edge relation injection, our system can predict more mean-
ingful keywords than Kernel (Tang et al. 2019). Besides,
to improve the success rate and avoid reply repeatedly, we
propose a simple but effective dual discourse-level target-
guided strategy. Our strategy will not only be applied to next
keyword selection but also be used to choose next appropri-
ate utterance from the results of our keyword-augmented re-
sponse retrieval module to make a better trade-off between
transition smoothness and the success rate of target achieve-
ment.

Moreover, to push the research boundary of target-guided
open-domain conversation to match real-world scenarios
better, we build a new large-scale Chinese target-guided
open-domain conversation dataset (more than 900K con-
versations) crawled from Sina Weibo, where a conversation
consists of multiple consecutive comments under the same
message. The discourse-level comments cover a broad range
of topics such as shopping, disease, news, etc. The discus-
sion topics change frequently during conversations and the
data are from the real world. Therefore, these properties
make our dataset particularly suitable for learning smooth,
natural conversation transitions at turn-level.

Overall, our contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We propose a novel dynamic knowledge routing network
(DKRN) that injects the semantic knowledge relations
among candidate keywords into turn-level keyword pre-
diction for smooth keyword transition.

• A simple but effective dual discourse-level target-guided
strategy is proposed for a better trade-off between transi-
tion smoothness and target achievement.

• A new challenging target-guided open-domain conversa-
tion dataset is constructed to push the research boundary
of target-guided open-domain conversation to math real-
world scenarios better.

• Extensive experiments on two target-guided open-domain
conversation datasets show the superiority of our ap-
proach, which significantly surpasses state-of-the-art
methods in keyword prediction accuracy, retrieval accu-
racy, and success rate of conversation under automatic
metrics as well as human evaluation.

Related Works

Dialogue systems can be roughly categorized into two
groups by applications: task-oriented dialogue systems and
open-domain dialogue systems. Task-oriented dialogue sys-
tem aims to achieve a specific task, e.g., movie book-
ing (Lipton et al. 2018), negotiations (Cao et al. 2018),
medical diagnosis(Xu et al. 2019), etc. Different from task-
oriented dialogue systems, open-domain dialogue systems
is designed to chat with humans on open domains with-
out specific goals, focusing on providing reasonable re-
sponses. In recent, a lot of novel neural network architec-
tures(Zhou et al. 2018; Chen and Wang 2019) have been
developed to improve response generation or retrieval task
performance by training on the large open-domain chit-chat
datasets (Lowe et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017). Although these
architectures can improve the ability of dialogue systems,
there are several limitations in the current systems, such as
dull responses (Jiang and de Rijke 2018), inconsistent per-
sona (Li et al. 2016), etc.

Recently, (Tang et al. 2019) proposed a new dialogue task
that defines goals for open-domain chatting and creates sys-
tem actions representations at the same time. In their work,
they used predicted keywords as a non-parametric represen-
tation of the intended content for the next system response.
Due to the lack of full supervision data, they further pro-
posed a divide-and-conquer approach which divides the task
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into two competitive subtasks, called keyword prediction
and response retrieval. These subtasks are conquered with
target-guided rules to achieve target-guided open-domain
conversation. Although their approach can achieve impres-
sive performance for target-guided open-domain conversa-
tion, they did not consider the semantic knowledge rela-
tionship between keywords. To address the above problem,
we propose a novel keyword prediction network called Dy-
namic Knowledge Routing Network (DKRN) which can uti-
lize the semantic knowledge relations among candidate key-
words to mask those words irrelevant to the current conver-
sation context. With the help of the semantic knowledge re-
lations, we can effectively mask those keywords that are un-
correlated directly to the conversation context/history, lead-
ing to effectively reduce dialogue action space under the
setting of target-guided conversation and predict next key-
word/subject more accurately. Thus our agent can manage
dialogue states better and guide the conversation better to
a designated target subject. Besides, we further introduce a
new large-scale Chinese target-guided open-domain conver-
sation dataset, which pushes the research boundary of target-
guided open-domain conversation to match real-world sce-
narios better.

Proposed Method

Target-guided Open-domain Conversation

We briefly describe the definition of target-guided open-
domain conversation. Given a target and a starting utterance
of the conversation, an agent is asked to chat with a user
starting from an arbitrary topic, and proactively guide the
conversation to the target. Only the agent is informed of the
target. The conversation starts with an initial topic which is
randomly picked by a user. At each turn, the agent produces
an utterance as a response, based on the conversation history
consisting of a sequence of utterances produced by either the
user or the agent. The response should satisfy two comple-
mentary and competitive objectives: 1) transition smooth-
ness and 2) target achievement. The first objective means
that the agent should produce a natural and appropriate re-
sponse in the current conversation context while the second
objective means the agent should proactively guide the con-
versation to reach the designated target. Since these two ob-
jectives are competitive, an agent needs to apply a good con-
versation strategy to make a trade-off between these two dif-
ferent objectives. Following (Tang et al. 2019), we define a
target to be a keyword, e.g., an named entity Costco, or a
common noun football, etc. We consider a target is reached
when an human or agent utterance contains the target or sim-
ilar word.

Method Overview

Since there is not any large-scale public dataset suitable
for end-to-end learning discourse-level conversation strat-
egy in open domain under the target-guided problem set-
ting, we adopt a divide-and-conquer approach to attack the
two complementary and competitive objectives separately.
Specially, for transition smoothness, we propose dynamic

knowledge routing network (DKRN) and adopt keyword-
augmented response retrieval module (Tang et al. 2019)
to maintain smooth conversation transition at turn-level by
turn-level supervised learning on open-domain chat data.
Our DKRN will utilize the relation graph between candi-
date keywords which is built on open-domain chat data to
mask irrelevant candidate keywords in term of current con-
versation context, leading to effectively reduce the coarse-
grained keyword search space. Our empirical results demon-
strate that this way can effectively improve the accuracy of
turn-level keyword prediction and response retrieval. Turn-
level accuracy is crucial for smooth discourse-level con-
versation. Then, we apply a simple but effective dual rule-
based discourse-level target-guided strategy to ensure the
agent can guide the conversation to achieve the target with
enough turns of dialogue. To make a good trade-off between
transition smoothness and target achievement, we decou-
ple the decision-making process and utterance generation
by injecting target-guided strategy which explicitly mod-
els the intended coarse-grained keywords in the next agent
utterance. Thus, our structured solution consists of several
core modules, including a dynamic knowledge routing net-
work (DKRN) for turn-level keyword transition prediction,
a dual rule-based discourse-level target-guided strategy for
discourse-level target guide, and a keyword-augmented re-
sponse retrieval module for next response retrieval.

Dynamic Knowledge Routing Network (DKRN)

Given the conversation history at each dialogue turn, DKRN
aims to predict an appropriate keyword for the next re-
sponse in terms of the current conversation context. Since
DKRN is agnostic to the end target, we can adopt any
open-ended chitchat data with extracted utterance keywords
to train DKRN in a supervised manner with the conven-
tional objective. Adopting a neural network as a back-
bone to end-to-end predict the next keyword is a common
practice in recent conversation systems (Zhou et al. 2018;
Tang et al. 2019). However, they didn’t consider the se-
mantic knowledge relations among candidate keywords for
keyword prediction. To utilize the explicit relation knowl-
edge among candidate keywords, we propose a novel Dy-
namic Knowledge Routing Network (DKRN) by consider-
ing prior relations between keywords to predict more rea-
sonable keyword for the next response. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, our DKRN consists of two branches: basic keyword
prediction branch and explicit knowledge-routed branch.

Basic Keyword Prediction Branch. We first utilize a ba-
sic keyword prediction branch to generate a rough keyword
distribution. More concretely, we first use a recurrent neural
network to encode the current conversation context ht and
feed the resulting feature to two continuous fully connected
layers to obtain a distribution over keywords Kt+1 for the
next turn t+1. The activation function of the first fully con-
nected layer is rectified linear unit. Thus, we can formulate
our basic keyword prediction branch as follows:

Kt+1 = fc2(σ(fc1(RNN(ht)))) (1)

where σ(·) is a ReLU. Kt+1 and ht represent the predicted
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Figure 1: An overview of our DKRN model. The left panel shows an on-going conversation with a target book. The turn-level
keyword transition module computes a distribution over candidate keywords based on conversation context and relations among
candidate keywords. The discourse-level target-guided module picks a set of valid candidate keywords for the next response.
The most likely valid keyword (paper) is selected and fed into the keyword-augmented response retrieval module for producing
the candidate utterances of the next response. The most likely valid response contains read is selected as the next response.

distribution over keywords for turn t+1 and current conver-
sation context at turn t, respectively.

Explicit Knowledge-routed Branch. The keywords tran-
sition should be smooth in a good conversation. Filtering
out keywords irrelevant to the current conversation context
when the system predicts the next keyword is crucial for en-
suring conversation smoothness. Thus, we design an explicit
knowledge-routed module to generate an appropriate key-
word mask to ensure turn-level keyword transition smooth-
ness. The explicit keyword relation graph is built on the
dataset. For each turn of conversation in the dataset, we first
extract the keywords from the current utterance and the next
utterance. Then we build the relationships between the key-
words of current utterance and the keywords of next utter-
ance as directed knowledge-routed graph. Edge only exists
between two keywords where a keyword occurs in the first
utterance of a dialogue turn while another keyword occurs
in the second utterance. During training and inference, our
explicit knowledge-routed branch works as follows: First, it
will extract keyword set St from current conversation con-
text ht. Then, it looks up all keywords Rt relevant to St

from knowledge relation graph G(V, E), which is built on the
prior information exists in the conversation corpus, to con-
struct knowledge relation subgraph instantaneously. Finally,
it will generate a mask vector Mt+1 based on the knowledge
relation subgraph. The length of Mt+1 is equal to the num-
ber of candidate keywords and each index value is the same
as the candidate keyword’s id. In the mask vector, only the
positions belong to the keywords in Rt will be set to 1 and
other positions will be set to −1e8. Therefore, given key-
word relation graph G(V, E) where V is the set of all candi-
date keywords and E is all relations between keywords. Let
Mt+1 be the mask vector for refining the keyword predic-
tion of next turn t+1, and suppose that there are m keywords

in St and n keywords in Rt. So we can formulate our explicit
knowledge-routed branch as follows:

Mt+1(Rt,j) =

{
1, e(St,i, Rt,j) ∈ E ;
−1e8, otherwise;

(2)

where i = 1, 2, ..,m and j = 1, 2, ..., n. e(a, b) represents
the relation between keyword a and keyword b.

With the rough keyword distribution vector Kt+1 and dy-
namic knowledge-routed vector Mt+1, we enforce knowl-
edge routing by redistributing the keyword distribution
Kt+1 as Pt+1 for next keyword prediction as follows:

Pt+1 = σ(Kt+1 − 1 +Mt+1) (3)

where σ(·) is sigmoid activation function. Our DKRN is
learned by maximizing the likelihood of observed keywords
in the data.

Dual Discourse-level Target-Guided Strategy

This module aims to automatically guide the discussing
topic to reach the end target in the course of conversation.
We deploy a dual discourse-level target-guided strategy to
make a better trade-off between transition smoothness and
target achievement than the strategy (Tang et al. 2019) un-
der the limited dialogue turns. In target-guided open-domain
conversation, the agent should be constrained to predict a
keyword strictly closer to the end target at each turn, com-
pared to those in preceding turns. Different from the exist-
ing strategy, our strategy not only constrains the keyword
predicted for keyword-augmented response retrieval must
be strictly closer to the end target but also constrains the
next chosen response must contain the predicted keyword
or a keyword closer to the end target than the previous pre-
dicted keyword. Figure 1 illustrates the dual strategy. Given
the keyword movie of the current turn and its closeness
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score (0.47) to the target book, only those keywords with
higher target closeness are the valid candidate keywords for
the next turn, such as watch (0.6), paper (0.68), read (0.7).
In particular, we use cosine similarity between normalized
word embeddings as the measure of keyword closeness. At
each turn for predicting the next keyword, the above con-
straint first collects a set of valid candidates, and the sys-
tem samples or picks the most likely one from the set ac-
cording to the keyword distribution. After we get the sorted
candidate response list produced by keyword-augmented re-
sponse retrieval module, we apply the above constraint again
and choose the first utterance which contains either the pre-
dicted keyword or other keywords closer to the end target
than the predicted keyword. In this way, the next response
can be both a smooth transition and an effective step towards
the end target.

Keyword-augmented Response Retrieval

Keyword-augmented response retrieval module aims to pro-
duce an appropriate response based on both the conversation
history and the predicted keyword. Inspired by (Tang et al.
2019), we adapt the sequential matching network (SMN)
(Wu et al. 2017) as the basic backbone of our keyword-
augmented response retrieval module and enhance it with
the predicted keyword. The response retrieval process is as
follows: We first apply multiple recurrent networks to en-
code the input conversation history, the predicted keyword
for the next response, and all candidate responses from a cor-
pus, respectively. Then, two vectors can be obtained by com-
puting the Hadamard product of the candidate response fea-
ture and the history feature as well as the Hadamard product
of the candidate response feature and the keyword feature.
Finally, we concatenate these two vectors as a new vector
and feed it into a dense layer with sigmoid activation to get
the matching probability of each candidate response. Based
on the matching probability of each candidate response and
our dual discourse-level target-guided strategy, we can se-
lect an appropriate utterance as the next response. Similar
to DKRN, we can use any open-domain chitchat data to
train the retrieval module in an end-to-end supervised man-
ner. The objective is maximizing the likelihood of observed
response based on the historical context and predicted key-
word.

Experiments

Weibo Conversation Dataset

Existed dataset (Tang et al. 2019) is inefficient for agents
to learn dynamic keyword transition due to its limited size
and the crowdsourcing setting of the ConvAI2 corpus. To
push the research boundary of the task to match real-world
scenarios better, we construct a new Weibo Conversation
Dataset for target-guide open-domain conversation, denoted
as CWC. Our dataset is derived from a public multi-turn
conversation corpus1 crawled from Sina Weibo, which is one
of the most popular social platforms of China. The dataset

1http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2018/dldoc/trainingdata05.
zip

covers rich real-world topics in our daily life, such as shop-
ping, disease, news, etc. Although the conversations are not
necessarily suitable for learning discourse-level strategies,
as they were originally crawled without end targets and
did not exist target-guided behaviors, these properties make
our dataset particularly suitable for learning smooth, natural
conversation transitions at turn-level.

To make our corpus suitable for turn-level keyword tran-
sition, we augment the data by automatically extracting key-
words of each utterance. Specially, we apply a rule-based
keyword extractor to select candidate keywords in terms of
their word frequency, word length, and Part-Of-Speech fea-
tures. The keywords must meet the following conditions: 1)
its word frequency is more than 2000 in the corpus; 2) its
word length is more than 2; 3) its Part-Of-Speech should
be noun, verb, or adjective. We split our data set randomly
into three parts: train set (90%), validation set (5%), and
test set (5%). The data statistics of our proposed dataset is
listed in Table 2. The resulting dataset is used in our ap-
proach for training both the keyword prediction module and
the response retrieval module. For training the response re-
trieval module, we follow the retrieval-based chit-chat lit-
erature (Wu et al. 2017) and randomly sample 19 negative
responses for each turn as the negative samples.

Chinese Weibo
Conversation Dataset

Target-guide
PersonaChat Dataset

Train Val Test Train Val Test
#Conversations 824,742 45,824 45,763 8,939 500 500

#Utterances 1,104,438 60,893 60,893 101,935 5,602 5,317
#Keyword types 1,760 1,760 1760 2,678 2,080 1,571
#Avg. keywords 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.1 2.1 1.9

Table 2: Data Statistics of our Chinese Weibo Conversa-
tion Dataset (CWC) and Target-guide PersonaChat Dataset
(TGPC) (Tang et al. 2019). The last row is the average num-
ber of keywords in each utterance. The vocabulary sizes of
these two datasets are around 67K and 19K, respectively.

Experimental Setup and Training Details

We conduct our experiments on the dataset proposed
by (Tang et al. 2019), denoted as TGPC, and our proposed
Chinese Weibo Conversation Dataset, denoted as CWC.
Table 2 illustrates the detailed data statistics of the two
datasets. The TGPC contains more than 9K conversations
and 100K utterances, covering more than 2000 keywords
While the CWC contains more than 900K conversation cov-
ering 1760 keywords. We compare our system with a diverse
set of state-of-the-art systems, including Retrieval (Wu et
al. 2017), Retrieval-Stgy (Tang et al. 2019), PMI (Tang et
al. 2019), Neural (Tang et al. 2019), and Kernel (Tang et
al. 2019), with turn-level evaluation, automatic simulation-
based evaluation, and human evaluation.

For TGPC and CWC, we both apply a single-layer
GRU (Chung et al. 2014) in our encoder. For TGPC, both
the word embedding and hidden dimensions are set to 200.
GloVe2 is used to initialize word embeddings. For CWC,
we set the word embedding and hidden dimensions as 300.

2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Dataset System Keyword Prediction Response Retrieval
Rw@1 Rw@3 Rw@5 P@1 R20@1 R20@3 R20@5 MRR

TGPC

Retrieval (Wu et al. 2017) - - - - 0.5063 0.7615 0.8676 0.6589
PMI (Tang et al. 2019) 0.0585 0.1351 0.1872 0.0871 0.5441 0.7839 0.8716 0.6847

Neural (Tang et al. 2019) 0.0708 0.1438 0.1820 0.1321 0.5311 0.7905 0.8800 0.6822
Kernel (Tang et al. 2019) 0.0632 0.1377 0.1798 0.1172 0.5386 0.8012 0.8924 0.6877

DKRN (ours) 0.0909 0.1903 0.2477 0.1685 0.5729 0.8132 0.8966 0.7110

CWC

Retrieval (Wu et al. 2017) - - - - 0.5785 0.8101 0.8999 0.7141
PMI (Tang et al. 2019) 0.0555 0.1001 0.1212 0.0969 0.5945 0.8185 0.9054 0.7257

Neural (Tang et al. 2019) 0.0654 0.1194 0.1450 0.1141 0.6044 0.8233 0.9085 0.7326
Kernel (Tang et al. 2019) 0.0592 0.1113 0.1337 0.1011 0.6017 0.8234 0.9087 0.7320

DKRN (ours) 0.0680 0.1254 0.1548 0.1185 0.6324 0.8416 0.9183 0.7533

Table 3: Results of Turn-level Evaluation.

System TGPC CWC
Succ. (%) #Turns Succ. (%) #Turns

Retrieval (Wu et al. 2017) 7.16 4.17 0 -
Retrieval-Stgy (Tang et al. 2019) 47.80 6.7 44.6 7.42

PMI (Tang et al. 2019) 35.36 6.38 47.4 5.29
Neural (Tang et al. 2019) 54.76 4.73 47.6 5.16
Kernel (Tang et al. 2019) 62.56 4.65 53.2 4.08

DKRN (ours) 89.0 5.02 84.4 4.20

Table 4: Results of Self-Play Evaluation.

System Succ. (%) Smoothness
Retrieval-Stgy (Tang et al. 2019) 54.0 2.48

PMI (Tang et al. 2019) 46.0 2.56
Neural (Tang et al. 2019) 36.0 2.50
Kernel (Tang et al. 2019) 58.0 2.48

DKRN (ours) 88.0 3.22

Table 5: Results of the Human Rating on CWC.

Baidu Encyclopedia Word2Vec (Li et al. 2018b) is used
to initialize word embeddings. The other hyper-parameters
for both datasets are the same. We apply ADAM optimiza-
tion (Kingma and Ba 2015) with an initial learning rate of
0.001 and decay to 0.0001 in 10 epochs. Our approach is
implemented based on Texar (Hu et al. 2019).

Turn-level Evaluation

A good conversation should be coherent and engaging, so
the performance of turn-level conversation is crucial for co-
herent and engaging conversations. Thus, we first evaluate
the performance of each conversation turn in terms of the
accuracy of turn-level keyword prediction and response re-
trieval. We disable our discourse-level target-guided strat-
egy and only measure how accurate our system can predict
the next keyword and select the correct response on the test
data of two conversation datasets. The turn-level evaluation
mainly follows the evaluation methodology adopted in (Wu
et al. 2017) which can effectively validate the performance
of single-turn keyword-augmented conversation production.

Evaluation metrics We evaluate the performance with
two metrics for the keyword prediction task: 1) Rw@K:
keywords recall at position K (=1,3,5) in all candidate key-
words, 2) P@1: the ratios of the expected keyword at the
first position in all candidate keywords. For the response

Ours
Better(%)

No
Prefer(%)

Ours
Worse(%)

Retrieval-Stgy (Tang et al. 2019) 62 22 16
PMI (Tang et al. 2019) 54 32 14

Neural (Tang et al. 2019) 60 22 18
Kernel (Tang et al. 2019) 62 26 12

Table 6: Results of the Human Rating on CWC.

retrieval task, 19 negative responses are sampled randomly
for each test case, and we calculate R20@K meaning re-
call at position K in the 20 candidate responses. Besides, we
also calculate MRR, the mean reciprocal rank (Manning,
Raghavan, and Schütze 2010), which is an important metric
to measure the quality of retrieval.

Results Table 3 shows the turn-level evaluation results.
Our approach outperforms all state-of-the-art methods in
terms of all metrics on both datasets with two tasks. For
the TGPC dataset, our DKRN surpasses other methods
with a clear margin on the prediction accuracy. Moreover,
our DKRN can also boost the performance of keyword-
augmented response retrieval module. Even though the
CWC dataset is more diverse and difficult than the TGPC
dataset, our DKRN still outperforms other methods. Al-
though the performance improvement on keyword predic-
tion is slight, our DKRN still can boost a great perfor-
mance improvement on keyword-augmented response re-
trieval. This indicates that our approach can maintain smooth
conversation transition more effectively on turn-level.

Target-guided Conversation Evaluation

In this section, we conduct an automatic simulation-based
evaluation and human evaluation to show our DKRN with
dual discourse-level target-guided strategy is more effective
and robust in the target-guided conversation setup.

Self-Play Simulation Following prior work (Lewis et al.
2017), we deployed a task simulator to automatically con-
duct target-guided conversations. Specially, we use the Re-
trieval agent (Wu et al. 2017) as the role of human to retrieve
a response without knowing the end target. At the beginning
of each self-play simulation, the simulator picks a candidate
keyword and an utterance as the end target and starting point
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Agent: Kernel Target:明明明星星星(star) Agent: Ours-DKRN Target:明明明星星星(star)

A:居然用华为？不符合你的气质。 A:居然用华为？不符合你的气质。
Using HUAWEI? It doesn’t suit your temperament. Using HUAWEI? It doesn’t suit your temperament.

H:啥?我的气气气质质质是什么? H:啥?我的气气气质质质是什么?
What? What is my temperament? What? What is my temperament?

A:可以改一个高端大气上档次的名名名字字字，我看好你哦。 A:高高高大大大俊朗的外形。
Can change a name of high class atmosphere,
I am optimistic about you. Tall and handsome appearance.

H:啥,我没打算改名名名字字字啊。 H:哇,谢谢你的夸夸夸奖奖奖。
What? I’m not changing my name. Wow, thanks for the compliment.

A:是的，明明明星星星产品。 A:好羡羡羡慕慕慕你啊。能加你微信不?
Yes, star products. I envy you so much. Can I add your WeChat?

H:不能,我不喜欢加人微微微信信信。
No, I don’t like to add others’ WeChat.

A:不好意思,看到你的外形我就想到武打明明明星星星赵文卓。
Sorry, I just thought of the martial arts star
Zhao Wenzhuo when I saw your appearance.

Figure 2: A conversation example between human (H) and agents (A) with the same target and starting utterance in CWC
dataset.Keywords predicted by the agents or mentioned by human are highlighted in bold. The target achieved at the end of a
conversation is underlined.

randomly. Then each agent chats with its corresponding Re-
trieval agent and proactively guides the conversation to the
given target. For TGPC, we applied WordNet3 to evaluate
whether the target is achieved by identifying keywords se-
mantically close to the end target. For CWC, we just simple
judge whether the current conversation context contains the
end target. We set a maximum number of turns as 8 to pre-
vent from an endless conversation that can not reach the tar-
get. We use the success rate of reaching the targets (Succ.)
and the average number of turns taken to achieve the tar-
get (#Turns) as our evaluation criterion. Table 4 shows the
results of 500 simulations for each of the comparison sys-
tems. Although the average number of turns of our approach
is slightly more than Kernel, our system obtains the highest
success rate, significantly improving over other approaches.

User Study We conduct user study for a more thorough
evaluation on our CWC dataset. We use the DialCrowd
toolkit (Lee et al. 2018) to set up user study interfaces and
conduct two kinds of user studies as below. The first study
aims to measure system performance in terms of two key
objectives, namely transition smoothness and target achieve-
ment. We construct 50 test cases, each of which has a target
and a starting utterance. In each case, a user will chat with a
randomly selected agent. If the agent thinks the conversation
has reached the given target or the maximum number of con-
versation turns, the agent will inform and show the target to
the user. The DialCrowd will ask the user to judge whether
the target is reached and rate the transition smoothness of
the conversation with a smoothness score. The smoothness
score ranges from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good). All agents
are evaluated on all 50 test cases. Table 5 shows the evalu-
ation results. Our DRKN agent outperforms all other agents
with a large margin. Besides, the success rate of our agent
is consistent with itself while other agents are slightly worse
than those in self-play simulation (Table 4).

The second study compares our agent with other agents

3https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

side-by-side on 50 test cases. In each test case, a user is
asked to chat with our agent and one of the other agents
picked randomly. To avoid any bias, we first randomly pick
one of the agent pair to chat with the user and then another.
After both two conversations are ended, the user is asked
to rank the two conversations. If the two conversations are
equally good or bad, the user can choose “no preference”.
Table 6 shows the results of the second study. Our agent
outperforms the comparison agents with a large margin. For
example, compared to Kernel, 62% users determine that our
agent is better on CWC dataset. This superior performance
confirms the effectiveness of our approach.

Qualitative Study

To more intuitively demonstrate the superior performance of
our agent, two conversations in user study derived from the
kernel agent and our DKRN agent respectively are shown in
Figure 2. Both conversations have the same target (star) and
starting utterance. From Figure 2, we can see that our agent
guides the conversation towards the target more smoothly
than Kernel, although our agent uses one more turn to
achieve the target. The complete conversations of four base-
line agents and our DKRN agent are presented in the sup-
plemental material.

Conclusions

In this work, we move forward to develop an effective target-
guided open-domain conversation system that an agent can
chat with user naturally and proactively guide the conver-
sation to an end target. Specially, we propose a novel dy-
namic knowledge routing network (DKRN) that injects the
semantic knowledge relations among candidate keywords
into turn-level keyword prediction for the smooth topic tran-
sition. We also propose a simple but effective dual discourse-
level target-guided strategy for a better trade-off between
transition smoothness and target achievement. Additionally,
we construct a new large-scale dataset for building more ef-
ficient target-guided open-domain conversation system. Ex-
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tensive experiments on two datasets show the superiority of
our DKRN which produce more meaningful and effective
target-guided conversations.
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